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Writing P310 Reports

•Look at one student’s P510
report in detail, and take
examples from several
others.



Header material

• Title
• Your name
• Experiment number
• Date

I.M. Anonymous

19xx



Abstract

• Should be a few sentences long.
1. Say what quantity you measured.
2. Describe the gist of the

procedure.
3. State your result with error.

(1) (2)

(3)

Better to avoid
refs in abstract



Body of text

Your section headings may be slightly different
to match your needs.

I. Introduction
II. Theoretical Background
III. Experimental Set-up
IV. Calibration and adjustment of the experimental setup

Finding the optimum PMT voltage
Calibration of the electronic bins

V. Results and Discussion
Experimental data
Background counts
Determination of the effective lifetime
Correction for the capture of negative muons

VI. Conclusion
VII. References



Variations on a theme - Outlines

I. Introduction
II. Theoretical Background
III. Experimental Set-up
IV. Procedure
V. Data
VI. Analysis
VII. Conclusion

I. Introduction
II. Basic Theory
III. Set-up
IV. Experiment and Data
V. Additional Comments on

Error; Conclusion
VII. Acknowledgements

I. Introduction
II. Apparatus
III. Theory
IV. Results
V. Conclusion
VI. References

I. Introduction
II. Theoretical Background
III. Experimental Set-up
IV. Calibration
V. Results and Discussion
VI. Conclusion
VII. References



The Introduction

• Typically 1/2 to 1 page long
• Explains why the measurement is

interesting
• test a theory?
• Beautiful experimental technique?
• Historically pivotal?
• other???

• Gives an overview of the procedure



Intro from our sample report
Where do muons
come from?

Why the lifetime
is interesting

Why muons are
interesting



MORE Intro

Key fact
underlying expt

Key fact underlying exptKey fact underlying expt, with numbers

Overview of
method

Thinking through the underpinnings of the experiment (esp,
quantitatively) is part of what makes a superb report.



And still more Intro

Important effect
that must be
accounted for



Theoretical Background

• Aim at peers.  Ie, assume reader is another
P410/P510 student and is familiar with
undergrad physics

• Need to motivate expressions used in data
analysis. Need NOT provide complete
derivations. Should justify key assumptions.

• Length: ~ 1 page.  May be a little shorter
(1/2 page) or, for particularly complex topics,
a little longer (2 pages).



Theoretical Background - Example

Define variables
clearly

Make reasonable
assumptions abt
knowledge of reader



Theory - Example (con’t)

State assumptions,
and justify them.



Experimental Set-up

•Pictures speak 1000 words.  IF they’re
labelled clearly.
•Verbal description to explain the figure and
motivate key components.  Point out any
unusual aspects: eg, What is the role of the
chopper? Why provide a bias voltage?…
Give enough detail to allow another student
facing the same lab bench to take your data.



Experimental Setup - Example I
Use figures

Explain detection
mechanism



Experimental Setup - Example II

All figures need
captions



Experimental Setup - Example III

Explains
operation of
electronics.



Experimental Setup - Example IV

Oops. Forgot caption.

This figure is
photocopied from the
manual. That’s fine.



Experimental Setup - Example V
Points out unexpected
behavior in apparatus

Tries to evaluate impact on data.
This helps make this report outstanding.

Offers possible explanation.



Results and Discussion

• Start by summarizing data collected

Another example:



Results and Discussion

• Describe analysis in enough detail so that
another student with your data would arrive at
the same results.
• Understand features in the data.
• Estimate errors
• Explore sources of bias



Results and Discussion - Tables
• Use Tables ….to display data

…to show data analysis

Like figures,
tables need captions

Here, each line
displays one
step in the
analysis



Results and Discussion - Tables
• ….to summarize results

Like figures,
tables need captions

The table makes it
easy to compare
these 4 results.

Note that errors are
reported with the
results.  This is
crucial.



Results and Discussion - Graphs

• Use graphs liberally
….to display raw data

Provide a key if more
than one set of data
is shown.  This key
would be better if it
were clearer.

Label each
axis with
quantity
plotted and
units

Uh oh.  Forgot
caption.

This plot is excellent. By superimposing data from two runs the
author has communicated a LOT about data stability.



Results and Discussion - Graphs

• Use graphs liberally
….to display raw data Nice key. But

theory curves
should also be
labelled.

Oops. Forgot axis
label.

This plot makes trends in the data immediately clear.



Results and Discussion - Graphs

…to compare data with theory
Be sure to provide the
functional form of
theory curves…either in
the key or in the text.

Oops.
Forgot units.

Include error bars on
points whenever
possible.

How large should the graph be? Large enough for the
important features to be visible.



Results and Discussion - Graphs

• …to look for problems in the data

Oops. No caption.

This plot shows
where the data
deviate from theory.
The text explains why.



Results and Discussion - Graphs

• …to show the effect of a correction

Here, a correction has
been applied to the
data in the lower plot.
Had the student
superimposed these
two graphs, the effect
of the correction
would have been much
clearer.



Results and Discussion - Graphs
• …to compare two techniques Here, data sets

obtained using two
different techniques
are superimposed.
This is a superb way
to compare them, and
should always be
done…even when the
agreement isn’t great.

HINT: If the
agreement is poor,
explore reasons WHY.

In excellent reports, the student puts a lot of effort into to
explaining quirks in the data.



Errors

Explain how each error is evaluated

…from a fit

…from a reference

…from counting statistics



Errors

… or from sensible estimates

When the error estimation is straight-forward, it generally
works best to estimate the error right when you introduce
the value. From then on, quote the error with the number

every time.



Keeping Track of Errors

This table includes the errors in each line.



Numbers

   Right:
0.86 ± 0.05  µs
(1.29 ± 0.09) x 104  m
(7.06 ± 0.10) x 10-2  m
0.001 ± 0.007  µm

Wrong:
0.79 ± 0.4  µs
0.7 ± 0.12  µs
0.792 ± 0.432  µs
1.29 m ± 2 cm



Results and Discussion

• Consider sources of bias

Really excellent reports are really quantitative

… or quantify them

… and then suppress them



Results and Discussion

• Try to understand the data.

Notice places where the data behave unexpectedly,
and use them to learn about the system.



Conclusions

• Compare your result with expectation, if you
haven’t already done so.
Be aware that the odds of deviating from truth by

(SD = Standard Deviation)
>1 SD are 32%  (by def of SD)
>2 SD are 5%
>3 SD are 0.3%

If your result deviates from expectation by >2-3 SD,
take it seriously.

• Point out changes in the experimental
technique that would improve the results.  Even
better, quantify the size of the improvement.


